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Congratulations to
Her Majesty The Queen
on the occasion of her
Platimun Jubilee
From the Chair
This edition of our newsletter is dedicated to the memory of fellow club member of
Peter Head, G4FYY.
I knew Peter as a kind and knowledgeable member of the club. He was a true
experimenter working with our late club President Derek G3GRO on offset centre dipole
and loop antennas while Derek had limited mobility following a failed joint replacement.
Peter was meticulous in his research, always recording the results of his many
experiments and thirsting after greater understanding which he was always willing to
share with fellow club members and wider.
You will see some of his articles revived in this month’s newsletter and I recall the
numerous Blog comments which I moderated following his publication on the club blog.
We will be holding a construction evening soon where members can build one of
Peter’s loop designs. These apparently simple loops are the result of much work and
optimisation, are cheap and perform very creditably. We also aim to have a WSPR
challenge where members must use their homebrew loops with QRP transmitters to be
received around the world. I’m sure that Peter would approve.
Don’t forget the special event activation from Hut18 celebrating the Platinum Jubilee
of Her Majesty the Queen which takes place on Sunday 19th June and Sunday 26th June.
We have use of the call GB70E from midnight until 6pm UTC on both days. Full details
on the club website https://carc.org.uk/2022/05/12/gb70especialeventstation/.
Regards
Mike, G0KAD
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Peter's talk at the club

Peter had a long time interest in loop antennas, and here
he is at home with a selection of them.
Instructions for building these style of loops is shown at
https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/read/37158866/acoaxialmagneticloopfor7mhz
All material is © Crawley Amateur Radio Club and authors. Written permission required for use
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Peter Head
He was a good friend. I first met him many years ago when he worked for Redifon and
needed a special filter designed and made to control the signal from a transmitter Redifon
had installed somewhere in the Middle East which was causing local problems. He
approached Derek Atter to design it and Derek passed the manufacture to me. Up and
running in no time and was a complete success.
As a Crawley Club member he was also
a great friend and we worked together on
many projects. One was the soldering iron
where between us we devised the
electronics to drive and control an
inexpensive soldering bit that made a
super soldering iron at less than a tenth the
cost of buying the complete iron. Over 50
of them have now been made, mostly for
Club members.
He was a delight to work with and so
modest. When I didn’t understand
anything he said he always explained it in
terms I could understand. He will sadly
missed.
Adrian, G3VJM

Some familiar faces seen at the 2004 visit to Dayton Hamvention
Left to right Mike G3LHZ, Peter F4FYY, Richard G4ANN, John G3VLH, Derek G3GRO
and Peter and John’s friend and work colleague Dronz G3NVM
All material is © Crawley Amateur Radio Club and authors. Written permission required for use
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CARC Expedition to Dayton 2000
Organizing the trip
Planning for the trip started just before Dayton 1999. As I recall, this was with a
discussion between John (G3VLH) and myself at which we agreed that oneday we would
like to go out to the event. Consensus quickly built between G3VLH, Derek (G3GRO),
Peter (G4FYY) and a friend of Peter’s  Dronz (GNVM) that we would attend the
millennium event in May 2000. Peter set to, and organized accommodation. This was in a
student flat at the University of Dayton, at the very reasonable rate of about £12 per person
per night. We each made our individual plans to get to Dayton using a mixture of frequent
flyer miles and money. The others elected to travel on Tuesday, but being used to travelling
out to the States and working next day, I elected to go on the Wednesday in order to take in
the nearby Airforce Museum on Thursday. As it turns out it was fortunate decision.
Travel out
Travel to Chicago was fine for all of us, even for John who got the best deal from Air
India. Derek flew on to Dayton on a prebooked commuter flight, but the others were
working on the assumption that they could pick up a cheap last minute flight. Of course
when 28,000 other hams are also going to the same place, market forces apply and the fare
quoted was many times greater than the flight across the Atlantic, and about four times the
price that Derek and I paid. On to plan B – hire a car – after all cars are cheap in the US.
Well they are not so cheap unless you have a company deal, or book them as part of a
holiday package, but there was no other way.
The intrepid three set off into one of the worst rainstorms they have ever seen. On and
on they drove until finally tiredness took over and they decided to pull over into a motel
and make an early start in the morning. Concerns were raised when the guy at reception
told then that it was cash up front – no refunds. They could however look at the room first.
I am told that between the broken lock on the door, the overpowering smell of cat wee and
the screams of the woman being beaten up by her husband (or possibly client) they decide
that they would press on to Dayton. I understand that the drive was not much fun, but
eventually they arrived at the University of Dayton Campus. Now the instructions were to
report to the key office on the campus. After driving around … and around … and around
the campus, no key office was apparent. Our intrepid travelers headed off the deserted
campus to look for help. You can imagine the state of sleep impaired desperation. Peter
decided that there was nothing for it but to flag down a passing car – at 2 in the morning.
No sooner had he jumped out into the middle of the road, than the driver floored the
accelerator and took off into the distance. To be replaced a couple of minutes later by two
police cars interested in Peter’s stunt. Once their predicament became apparent, one of the
cars went off about his normal business, and the other was most helpful in directing our
travelers to their accommodation.
My trip was uneventful the following day. I had my favorite companion for the long
haul to Chicago (an empty seat), and for the Dayton hop I had a most interesting
conversation with a chap whom worked for the USAF as THE systems engineer on the
F16. My travelling companion had been at University of Dayton and said he was passing
nearby on his way to the WrightPatterson Field airforce base. He offered to drop me off.
Well we found the campus OK, but it was some years since he graduated and things had
changed a bit since them. We drove round and round and round, in the end accumulating
All material is © Crawley Amateur Radio Club and authors. Written permission required for use
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something of a convoy looking for the same key office. I tried calling the CARC advanced
guard on the agreed frequency – no reply. Eventually we stopped at a sort of brick
guardhouse in the middle of a car park. This had a phone and a large notice stating that
when it was unattended one should dial 4333 – which connected us to a fax machine.
Eventually I remembered that 0 in the US always got operator, and hoped that it would be
the university operator rather than some ATT callcenter in goodness knows where.
Fortunately it was the former and they were given directions. Just as I arrived John was
walking out of the accommodation building on his way to dinner. I have never been quite
so relieved to see a fellow club member.
Thursday
Thursday was spent at the US Airforce museum at WrightPatterson field. It is very
appropriate that the airforce museum is in Dayton, as this is the birthplace of heavier than
air flight. We only saw part of the museum in the time available. The collection is huge,
with aircraft and missiles outside and inside several enormous hangers crammed full of
exhibits. Notable for me was Boxcar – the B29 that dropped the Nagasaki bomb (which
Derek speculated was still hot), the B52 nestling alongside a Stratocruser, and being able
to touch a prototype F117 Nighthawk stealth fighter. Although we did not have time for it,
there is also a display of historical presidential aircraft – a group of Airforce Ones?
Thursday is also the day that the QRP world holds their lecture day. Although this is not
part of the official Dayton event, it is held at Dayton every year on the Thursday preceding
the main event and is known as Four Days in May. It is attended by all of the big names in
QRP. We did not go, but in future I will make sure that it becomes part of my Dayton
agenda.
Friday
Friday was the first day of the Dayton show and we arrived early, taking off in different
directions. We took with us a number of handheld 2M transceivers, which allowed us to
meet up for coffee and lunch, and to relay information about bargains found. The second
stand that we came to produced the first, and possibly best bargain. Derek found a new
model Bird power meter with inserts for about $100, and an antenna analyzer for $35.
John found a speaker for his Drake transceiver. The scale of the fleemarket was somewhat
overwhelming with about 2500 pitches, some of which changed hands on a daily basis. In
the whole three days I never go around the whole outside show. Aside from the flee
market, the six halls of internal exhibits and the three lecture streams there is a rolling prize
draw which takes place every 15 minutes with lists displayed on computer monitors
scattered around the site.
Some of the attendees clearly set up their flea market stalls to make money as serious
peripatetic traders of the sort we see here in the UK. Others are there to clear out the junk
that they have accumulated over time. In some cases this was real junk on offer more in
hope than expectation. It was not unusual to find the stand deserted with just priced up
items and an honesty box, an approach that is much more common in the US than over
here. Some people took up pitches to show and tell about their niche in the hobby, or as a
fixed base for their club members to home in on. Examples that spring to mind are the
goatcam, the vans decked out end to end as mobile shacks, the WW2 handytalky group
and the high quality AM transmission group. The goatcam was a miniature pet goat about
18” tall with a TV camera mounted on its head to give a “goatseye” view of events. The
All material is © Crawley Amateur Radio Club and authors. Written permission required for use
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goat system was solar powered and relayed live television transmissions through a repeater
worn by its owner. The goat keeper lead his beast around the site on a lead. The repeater
output was displayed at goat HQ in the flea market. Considering the height of the goat
cam, and the curious nature of the animal, I hope that the keeper did not have too many
sexual harassment actions after the event.
Saturday
As usual, Saturday started out with breakfast in the University of Dayton student union
building. In terms of quality and value for money – this was the best I have ever found in
my many trips to the US. We met up with a large group of UK hams from the West
Country. They had spent the £1000 cash that brought with them on the first day and were
off to the nearby ATM to replenish stocks. This was when I first heard about the travel
problems that the weather was causing. The storms had forced one of their number to
divert to Toronto, where they had languished for nearly 24hours waiting for the weather to
subside. This was a common story. Some weeks after the event I was at a business meeting
in San Jose with an engineer that I had been trying to fix up an appointment with for some
months. He attended the meeting in a Hamvention2000 teashirt (tells you something about
business dress code at Cisco Systems). It turns out that Peter was also SM4KEL, and that
he had also been delayed by 24hours due to weather. So our decision to arrive early to visit
the airforce museum had been a fortunate one.
The day was spent with further attempts to cover the flea market, interspersed with visits
to the halls. Both Derek and I gave in to the temptation to buy one of the CIAHF antenna
impedance analyzers. These are vector impedance instruments (i.e. they know about j),
and although specified between 400KHz and 50MHz, in amateur terms they work down to
130KHz with good accuracy and are useful down to 70KHz.
We stopped by the Cushcraft stand to talk about the problems that we were having with
club H.F. beam (since resolved). We spoke to one of the antenna designers who had
recently emigrated to the US from the former Yugoslavia. He told us of his use back home
of one of the Cushcraft antennas during a recent CQWW contest. He had put the antenna
up under sniper fire, and when he took it down after the contest it had a number of bits
missing.
That evening we attended the DX dinner. Getting to the dinner was something of an
adventure. The taxi that we booked did not turn up. We waited for threequarters of an
hour, and called a couple of times but there was no sign of the cab. Whilst waiting for the
taxi, the accommodation block manager tripped over a long length of wire on the grass that
had the foot of a bed attached to it, and wondered who had been throwing things out of the
windows. At that point we realised that we had been remiss in not taking a small HF
station with us to while away the small hours.
In the end we decided to drive to the dinner – and got seriously lost. Fortunately the
Dayton hamvention is serviced by one of the best talkin crews that I have ever heard. One
of the local repeaters is dedicated to the event and manned 24 hours a day by a team that is
armed with information to help with every eventuality. We were thankful for their services
both there and back. For me the atmosphere at the dinner was that of an American event
gatecrashed by aliens (yes that is the correct word) rather than a truly cosmopolitan affair.
The radio amateur of the year was however Martti Lane (OH2BH), who was presented
with his award, and by chance was also the winner of the raffle. The after dinner speech
All material is © Crawley Amateur Radio Club and authors. Written permission required for use
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did however give some insights into what was going on with the US regulatory scheme. It
appears that for many years the FCC ran a balanced budget on the amateur radio license.
The license was free, and nothing was spent on enforcing the regulations. The result was
mounting abuse of the system. We in the UK need to feel grateful that in relative terms the
RA has done a superb job at policing the regulations here. It appears that there is now
something of a pendulum effect going on in the US with offenders receiving pink tickets
for over stepping the mark.
Sunday
Unfortunately John and Dronz had to depart for Chicago early in the morning to fly
home. Sunday was the last day or the event – well actually the last half day, with bargains
in the flea market and the grand prize draw. Following breakfast we were once again hit by
the taxi problem. We waited and waited conscious that time was ticking away. After about
½ hour and two calls we wandered off campus in the hope of hailing a cab. No luck as we
drifted towards the bus pickup point, conscious that Derek’s knee was running out of
range. At this point Peter put a call into net control (as talkin is called there) hoping that
they might be able to call a cab to pick us up. There was a response from one of the locals
that he was near by, and two minutes later a brand new BMW 5 Class, complete with
leather seats screeched to a stop in the middle of the road, beckoned us over and whisked
us off to the show. He was a local heading off to trade his 756 to a 756pro when the best
bargains were available.
I had borrowed some batteries from Peter the previous night to test my impedance
meter, but found that there was a problem with the contrast and was worried about the
LCD display. Peter had been somewhat miffed about these batteries all day, because they
were a sort of fake Duracell (same colours, and similar name) but he had not noticed when
he bought them. Peter took his batteries back and demanded a refund, and I bought more
from the same store! They worked, and still work, but I had the same result on the
impedance meter. Worried that I had a problem I went back to the AEA stand. There a few
keystrokes deftly restored the contrast display to its correct setting and I had a working
instrument again. But the manager of the stand said that he was very pleased that we had
stopped by and returned Derek’s credit card which Derek had used the previous day to
purchase his impedance meter and unwittingly left behind.
Derek and I set off picking up the odd last minute bargain. I stopped by at the large
surplus test equipment store which had everything marked down to half price. The $50
HP300EL voltmeter that I had been eyeing up the previous evening was now reduced to
half price, but I negotiated this down to $20 because there was no mains lead. Just as I was
setting off out of the stand, blow me, they dropped the prices of everything to 1/3 marked
prices – ce la vie. Fortunately Richard G4ANN had one of the mains leads, and so no
butchery was required to put the instrument into service when I returned home.
The draw was unlike any that you have been to over here. At 12 noon all unclaimed
prizes were redrawn. If your number came up you had to shout out – bingo style or they
moved on to another number. As you shouted out all the other hams in the same part of the
arena joined in to make sure the hollering was heard. After the ‘ordinary’ prizes, such as
mobile 2m rigs, were dispatched, they proceeded to the grand draw leading up to the star
prize of an FT1000MP. The total value of prizes at the event, all donated by the
manufacturers was $80,000. The unusual thing about prize draws over in the US was that
All material is © Crawley Amateur Radio Club and authors. Written permission required for use
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they were subject to income tax and before you could take your prize you had to file a tax
declaration. This final prize draw was something of a cunning plan, because it had the
effect of clearing the flea and the exhibition halls so that clearing up could start.
Monday
On Monday morning Peter set off early in the morning for Texas. Derek and I walked
across to the cafeteria at the JFK building for breakfast accompanied by Bill (KG0ZI) and
his wife. Bill was originally a “man from Del Monte”, who in retirement was now a
volunteer in the “Amateur Radio for Youth” organisation. They explained to us that the
rundown student houses that we passed were a source of some confrontation with the
students. The university wanted to tear down these somewhat ramshackle buildings and
replace them with modern accommodation blocks. The students however coveted the open
porches decked out with rocking chairs, barbecues and signs welcoming passers by to free
beer. Apparently socializing on the porch is a big thing and these rundown shacks were
the most coveted accommodation on campus.
Back at the hall or residence we ordered a taxi early, bearing in mind our previous
experiences. As luck would have it the taxi arrived almost immediately and we raced
around the apartment doing final packing, conscious that the drive might take another fare
if we kept him waiting too long. Now I normally leave hotels very slowly carefully
checking that I have not left anything behind. Unfortunately breaking this rule caused
Derek to leave his address book behind, never to be seen again.
Derek took off on an earlier fight than me, and had a smooth flight home with a good
connection in Chicago. My flight departed Dayton on time and I had a smooth flight to
Chicago. We were on finals, close to touchdown, then the pilot aborted the landing. I
initially thought that this was goaround due to the runway congestion that O’Hare is
famous for. However instead of rejoining the circuit for another landing we flew away
from the city until it was no longer in sight. Some of the passengers started to ask what
was going on and where we were going to land. Eventually the captain announced that
although they had green lights for the landing gear, they had an audio warning saying it
had failed, and that we were going to fly past the tower for them to take a look. In the
event he went on to do a landing with fire engines, ambulances and evacuation ladder
trucks rushing down the taxiway besides us. The landing gear was fine. With a lot of
rushing around I got to the gate for the departure to London just in time. On the takeoff
run however I noticed that as we started to pick up speed there was a landing jumbo that
remained on a constant bearing. For those of you that do not know, two vehicles on a
constant bearing pass thought the same point. We just passed the crossrunway by a few
seconds when the other aircraft touched down, talk about late landing clearance! I have
since read in the Sunday Times that some pilots are refusing landing clearances in the US
where there are aircraft taking off on the cross.
Conclusion
I had a great time, at a great event, that I will always remember.
Dayton is a must for anyone who enjoys amateur radio, and I will certainly be back
another year. If you do go, go in a group, make sure that you budget time for the Airforce
Museum, and plan to have a car available for the whole time. Oh and make sure that you
take you 2M handy to call for assistance if you have any troubles.
Stewart G3YSX
All material is © Crawley Amateur Radio Club and authors. Written permission required for use
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History of Hungarian cube satellites
This story started back in 2007 when some young students from the Technical
University of Budapest decided to build some cube satellites. A CubeSat is a class of
miniaturised satellite based around a form factor consisting of 10 cm (3.9 in) cubes.
CubeSats have a mass of no more than 2 kg (4.4 lb) per unit.
The work started in 2009 and the first Hungarian
cube satellite, callsign MASAT1, was launched
into low Earth orbit on 13th February 2012. The
satellite provided telemetric data as well as VGA
resolution colour images using the 70 cm amateur
band (on 437.345 MHz) to the tracking centre in
Budapest.
January 2015, the satellite reentered the
atmosphere.
The development team was very proud, but the
work hasn’t stopped. In December 2019 the next
satellites were launched. The team built two new
cube satellites called SMOGP and ATL1. SMOG
P was the first Hungarian 1PocketQubesized
(5x5x5cm) satellite. ATL1 was the first Hungarian
2PocketQubesized (5x5x10cm) satellite. Lot of space engineers said it would be
"Impossible to build the satellite into 5x5x5cm size which will work in space". But the
SMOG team built them and launched in December 2019. The satellites flew for 10
months. They were destroyed on 28th September 2020.
(The a ATL1 on left, the SMOGP on
right)
SMOGP completed its mission as a
working spacecraft designed to measure
unnecessary signals from terrestrial
digital broadcasting transmitters into
space ─ electromagnetic pollution. The
result is an electrosmog map of the
earth’s entire surface.
Over the course of its life, SMOGP
signals have been received by more
than 100 radio amateurs from almost
every continent. Among other things,
they are responsible for the amount of data that developers have been able to collect. In
total, the receivers sent more than 238,000 different packets from the pocket satellite.
Another satellite, 2PocketQubesized (5x5x10cm), (ATL1), has been working very
successfully; since its launch, it constantly sent the results of the performance of
broadcast stations and measurements with heat insulation materials.
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The altitude of the orbits of SMOGP and ATL1 from launch to reentry
Hungary’s fourth picosatellite, is SMOG1 which launched on the 22nd March 2021
with Unisat7.
SMOG1 is also a 5x5x5cm cube satellite. It is currently in a low earth orbit.
SMOG1 measures space radiation and radio signals' spectrums. The operational
frequency is 437.345MHz. The satellite callsign is HA5BME. The satellite sends
telemetry data in GMSK modulation and transmits in CW mode. If you would like to
track the satellite and receive the telemetry join leaders team on this site: https://
gnd.bme.hu:8080/index
More information, photos and 3D models are on this site: https://gnd.bme.hu/smog
The satellite online dashboard is here:
https://gnd.bme.hu/grafana/d/zId3X_QMz/smog1status?orgId=1
The Twitter page is: https://twitter.com/smog1_pq?lang=en
But the team don't relax. There are works in hand for the next mission, the fifth
satellite.
The satellite's name is MRC100. The satellite will do scientific research. The launch
date will be approximately December 2022.
All material is © Crawley Amateur Radio Club and authors. Written permission required for use
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And finally some words about the cost of the project. Developing, building and
launching the satellite is very expensive. The developer team will be grateful happy for
any donations. If you can donate to this great mission, please ask me and I'll send the
bank account information for donations.
Thank you for reading this.
73 de Tony, M0GLU, email: callsign.m0glu@gmail.com

The Self Resonant Coaxial Ring
by Peter, G4FYY(SK)
March 2014

This is a précis of a presentation given by Peter about loop aerials made from 75Ω
coaxial cable (of which there is a considerable quantity of still available at the club). No
high voltage capacitor is required as the centre to sheath capacitance of the coax does the
job instead.
These are very easy to build, and although Peter also
described a multiband version, I think one for each band
of interest would be an alternative to the extra
complication of multibanding.
Basically the main loop has it's inner connected to the
screen as shown. Then the outer of the coax (which has
been exposed by removing the outer insulation) is slid
along the coax until resonance is achieved. The smaller
pickup loop consists of a suitable length of 50Ω coax (if
that is the system impedance of your radio) terminated as
shown by bringing out the centre conductor and shorting
it to it's own braid. The diameter of the smaller loop is
about 1/5th of that of the main loop.
Once a resonance has been observed, the small loop is moved
towards or away from the main loop to maximise the resonance
dip on the VSWR meter. Slight readjustment of the main loop capacitance may be required to get the
optimum dip on the meter; the two adjustments are slightly interactive. It is usually possible to get a
near on perfect match at a VSWR of 1:1. A good test once this has been achieved is to move one's
hand near the main loop and watch the VSWR change; this proves the main loop is coupling energy
to the environment.

And that's really all that is needed. The main loop circumference is usually about 0.1λ
minimum. Shorter than this affects the efficiency and makes the tuning extremely critical.
Even so, at the longer wavelengths the bandwidth is quite limited unless the loop is 0.2λ
or more. So an "X" frame made of an insulating material to support the main loop and the
coupling loop and some cable ties will get you on the air with a very compact aerial.
'Elf & Safety: If you want to use these aerials indoors, don't get too close to them if
your running more than a few watts transmit power; they generate quite a strong field
close to the main loop. In any case, you'll affect the tuning anyway!
Incidentally, I use a plastic clothes peg to hold the coax braid in place, and stop it
springing back towards the gap in the loop.
[In Peter's diagram, the short between the inner and braid on the main loop is shown in two colours; in
his full presentation this was to indicate where the multibanding arrangement would be installed. Only
one piece of wire is required for the single bander.]
All material is © Crawley Amateur Radio Club and authors. Written permission required for use
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HF Conditions
Solar activity reached a new peak for this cycle
recently, with the solar flux index hitting 180 on
Thursday the 19th. This was partly down to the
very large active region 3014, which was almost
big enough to be seen with the naked eye, if
suitable precautions are taken. To put this into

And finally... (reprint from February
2001 Newsletter)
Two aerials met on a roof, fell in love and got
married. The ceremony was rubbish but the
reception was brilliant.
A neutron walks into a bar. "I'd like a beer" he
says. The bartender promptly serves up a beer.
"How much will that be?" asks the neutron. "For
you?" replies the bartender, "no charge."
Two hydrogen atoms walk into a bar. One says,
'I think I've lost an electron.' The other says 'Are

perspective, the sunspot number is 147, which
is higher than the estimated smoothed
maximum prediction of 115 for Cycle 25.
The New Zealand Amateur Radio
Transmitters Society reports that their
regulator has continued their 60m SubLicence
for 5351.5 to 5366.5kHz.
you sure?' The first says, 'Yes, I'm positive...'
Two cannibals were eating a clown. One says to
the other: Does this taste funny to you?'
"Doc, I can't stop singing ‘The Green Green
Grass Of Home’. "Sounds like Tom Jones
syndrome to me." "Oh, is it common?", "It's not
unusual."
The police arrested two kids yesterday, one was
drinking battery acid, the other was eating
fireworks. They charged one and let the other
off.

For Sale - Wanted
FOR SALE

One Diamond K33 boot lip mount. Used briefly for
experimental purposes. This is in it's original
packaging with all it's contents intact. In good
condition £20 or near offer to
richardg3ziy@gmail.com

FOR SALE
One Moonraker MCECH 5m cable kit [SO239PL259]
Complete in original packaging, in very good condition.
Used briefly for experimental purposes. £10 or near offer
to richardg3ziy@gmail.com
These two items fit together making a mobile antenna
system with your own PL259 terminated whip antenna.

Deadline for contributions to the next Newsletter 15th July
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Hon. Newsletter Editor ....................................Richard Drinkwater.......G3ZIY
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